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Innocence stillborn
Unmailable: Congress and the Post Ofice
b y Dorothy Ganfield Fowler. Athens,
Ga. : University of Georgia Press, 1977.

$14.50.
In Le Demollisseurs, Laprade located America’s promise in its freedom from the past:
”There the people do not brag about the inconvenient burden of superannuated regrets.”
Goethe also celebrated this innocence in The
United States: “America, a better fate/ of thee
than of Europe’s expected./ No ruined castles
of ancient date/ Nor basalts in thee are detected/ The past disturbs thee not, nor rages.”
Alas, the revisionary thrust in recent American historiography indicates this innocence remained stillborn-a poets’ folly. Fowler‘s carefully documented re-reading of the history of
the United States Postal Service substantially
expands the growing reserve of previously concealed basalts. Without ideological eschatology
or intellectual distemper, she traces the pattern
of congressional and presidential intervention
that combined to produce an administrative
system which has sometimes proved more effective in distributing patronage and implementing censorship than in fulfilling its franchise to communicate “intelligence with
regularity and despatch.” Fowler shows how
postal regulations have been used to prevent
dissemination of information favoring abolition, socialism, communism, anarchy, birth
control, and liberalized divorce laws, and how
post-masters’ definitions of sedition, insurrection, pornography, and fraud have frequently been skewed to protect powerful
vested interests. Abolitionist James Birney
charged: “The Post Office here [Kentucky] has
been put under the censorship of the P.Master,
one of the most ignorant, unlettered and mobocratical of our citizens.” Members of the
Federalist establishment apparently shared Birney’s consternation. President Washington refused to entrust important despatches to the
Constitutional Post; his successors, Jefferson,
Madison, and Monroe, devised Aesopean codes
to insure the privacy of their correspondences.
Nevertheless, the weight of evidence suggests
that, in spite of consistent congressional in-
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volvement in postal patronage, the most effective plans for covert postal censorship have
originated in the executive branch, particularly
during this century.
Fowler‘s exposition is marred by a singular
lapse: failure to explore the formidable evidence revealed by the 1975 Rockefeller investigation which indicated an extensive program of
illicit CIA and FBI surveillance of domestic
mails between 1952 and 1973. She devotes only
six lines to this serious incursion upon the principle of the inviolability of private correspondence. On balance, however, Fowler adds to
the heaviness of our burden. She frames an
image of the past that disturbs-an image designed to disprove the poets’ fancy and thereby
move the American political consciousness
closer to a time when its history will rage toward a fuller realization of the noble ideals
enshrined in the First and Fourth Amendments
to the Constitution.
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The message on the medium
Big Media, Little Media: Tools and Technologies for Instruction b y Wilbur
Schramm. Beverly Hills, Cal. : Sage
Publications, 1977. 315 pages. $17.50
(hard), $7.50 (soft).
This book is a report and evaluation of research, philosophy, and practice of the utilization of media for educational and instructional
purposes-classroom
and “life-long,” formal
and informal-including comparisons between
developed and developing countries. Big Media are “complex, expensive media like television, sound films, and computer-assisted education”; Little Media are the “simpler ones,
which stretch all the way from slides, slide
films, and projected transparencies to radio and
programmed texts.” “Our purpose in this volume,” states Wilbur Schramm, “is to assemble
and review the existing information that bears
on the choice of media for instruction, and
especially on the choice between Big Media

